
 

Year 6 - Key Stage 2 Term: Spring 2022 

English 
 

Reading: 

We will be reading a range of fiction and non-fiction 

texts.  Our class novel is Holes by Louis Sachar 

Reading Comprehension: 

Children will be taught reading comprehension skills 

through weekly comprehension activities as well as 

comprehension linked to English, Foundation subjects and 

our class novel. 

Writing: 

Fiction 

Children will complete a free writing suspense narrative 

set in Victorian London. 

Poetry 

Children will explore imagery and the use of figurative 

language. 

Non-Fiction 

Biographical writing and newspaper reports.  

Grammar 

Structures of informal speech; Structures of formal 

writing; Impersonal writing; Subjunctive verb form; 

Linking paragraphs; Ellipsis; Semicolons between clauses; 

Colons between clauses; Dashes between clauses and 

Hyphens. 

Punctuation 

Colon, Semicolons, dashes and hyphens. 

Spelling 

Spellings are taught in line with national curriculum 

statutory requirements.  Spelling rules are taught as well 

as words containing unstressed vowels and consonants, 

words containing double letters, silent letters, common 

suffixes and homophones. 

Spellings from the Y6 statutory word list will also be 

tested as well as revision of words from previous year 

groups. 

 

Maths 

During this term children will be taught to: 

Number - number and place value 

• read, write, order and compare numbers up to 10,000,000 and determine the value of each digit 

• round any whole number to a required degree of accuracy 

• use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals across 0 

• solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above 

Number - addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

• divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal written method of long division, and 

interpret remainders as whole number remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate. 

• use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the 4 operations 

• solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why 

• solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

• use estimation to check answers to calculations & determine, in the context of a problem, an appro degree of accuracy 

Number – Fractions and Decimals 

• multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the answer in its simplest form  

• divide proper fractions by whole numbers  

• multiply one-digit numbers with up to 2 decimal places by whole numbers 

• use written division methods in cases where the answer has up to 2 decimal places 

• solve problems which require answers to be rounded to specified degrees of accuracy 

• recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, decimals and percentages, including in different contexts 

Measure 

• calculate the area of parallelograms and triangles 

• calculate, estimate and compare volume of cubes and cuboids using standard units, including cubic centimetres (cm³) 

and cubic metres (m³), and extending to other units [for example, mm³ and km³] 

Geometry 

• illustrate and name parts of circles, including radius, diameter and circumference and know that the diameter is twice 

the radius 

• recognise angles where they meet at a point, are on a straight line, or are vertically opposite, and find missing angles 

• describe positions on the full coordinate grid (all 4 quadrants) 

• draw and translate simple shapes on the coordinate plane, and reflect them in the axes 

Statistics 

• interpret and construct pie charts and line graphs and use these to solve problems 

• calculate and interpret the mean as an average 

Ratio & Proportion 

• solve problems involving the relative sizes of 2 quantities where missing values can be found by using 

integer multiplication and division facts 

• solve problems involving the calculation of percentages [for example, of measures and such as 15% of 

360] and the use of percentages for comparison 

• solve problems involving similar shapes where the scale factor is known or can be found 

• solve problems involving unequal sharing and grouping using knowledge of fractions and multiples 



Year 6 - Key Stage 2 Term: Spring 2022 

Science 

  

Light: Children will explore how light travels, looking at how shadows are 

formed and how the size of a shadow can be changed. They will explore 

whether light can be reflected and research how light travels, explaining how 

we see things.  Children will go onto explore how light can be reflected and 

bent in various ways.  Finally, pupils will explore how white light can be split up, 

recognising that light is made up of more than one colour.  

Electricity: In this topic, children will revise what is needed to make an 

electrical circuit and construct simple circuits using bulbs, motors, buzzers 

and switches. They will need to represent circuits with symbols and explain 

what is needed for a circuit to work, troubleshooting any problems.  They will 

recognise, from a diagram, whether a circuit will work and investigate what 

happens when there is a change to circuit components, explaining patterns 

produced.  Pupils will design and build a circuit to match a design brief, 

explaining how it works.  Children will research renewable sources of energy 

and the impact on the environment. 

Throughout the topics of Light and Electricity, children will plan scientific 

enquiries to answer a question, including recognising and controlling variables, 

making predictions, presenting findings and conclusions. 

Music 
Singing - A variety of songs & hymns relating to Spring. 

Music – Music Express programme. 

PE Gymnastics – Matching and Mirroring / Dance - Carnival 

French Les Sports (Sports) – Body parts/Adjectives for size and colour/Sports 

Art/DT 
Art: Sculpture / DT:  Design, make and evaluate a circuit to match a design 

brief. 

Computing Design, write and debug programs / E-Safety 

Religious 

Education 

Local Church – Community - Sources / Eucharist – Relating – Unity / 

Lent/Easter – Giving – Death and New Life  

Geography 

/ History 

Biomes: Children will learn the term ‘Biome’ and why different areas on earth 

have different climates and features. They will understand the terms 

longitude and latitude and be able to describe the climates in different areas 

using geographical language. Maps and graphs will be used to compare/contrast 

tropical rainforests with temperate deciduous forests. Children will learn 

about the flora and fauna found within 2 contrasting biomes and  be able to 

explain how and why these have adapted. They will be able to categorise and 

explain the importance of goods and services taken from the rainforest and 

understand what is meant by deforestation and its impact on the rainforest 

both from a physical and human point of view. They will also learn how we can 

use the rainforest sustainably. 

Conflict Through Time: Children will learn about conflicts which have taken 

place throughout time and gain an understanding of where these different 

historical periods can be placed in relation to one another. Children will also 

learn about the advances in weaponry and tactical warfare that have taken 

place from the prehistoric era right through to the modern era. In addition to 

this, children will learn about the similarities and differences that can be 

drawn between warfare in different periods. Children will evaluate the 

effectiveness of tactics and weaponry and also considered the scale and 

impact of many different conflicts through time. Finally, pupils will bring all of 

their learning together to be able to analyse how the nature and impact of 

conflict has changed over time. 

Events, 

Visits & 

Visitors 

 

• Break up for half term - Friday 18th February 2022 

• Year 6 Heights and Weights – Monday 14th February 2022 

• Year 6 Puberty Talk from School Nurses Monday 28th February 2022 

• Year 6 Trip to the Open Zone Tuesday 15th March 

Things we will need to support Teaching & Learning: 

 
Ideally the children will read at least 1 book each week this term and complete the 

accompanying quiz. Children should take their book home each night to read and then bring it 

back each day for class reading.  

 

Please encourage children to learn and revise spellings, times tables & mental arithmetic for 

weekly tests.   

 

Please check the children have everything they need for school, they should come to school 

in their P.E kit on a Thursday; Maths & Spelling Tests are every Friday and English & Maths 

Homework will be given out on a Friday to be completed by the following Friday.  

 

Thank you, Mrs Mackley, Mrs Kennedy and Mrs Welsh. 



 


